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Jebel Khalid, on the West bank of the Euphrates River in Northern Syria, has been excavated
by an Australian team from Canberra and Melbourne Universities since 1987. It is a Seleucid
settlement ie. probably founded by Seleucus I (one of Alexander's generals who 'inherited' a
large tract of his empire) or one of his successors in the early third century BCE. The coin
evidence shows that the site had a life of about two hundred years and was slowly abandoned
in the first half of the first century BCE. It is built on a steep, twin-peaked mountain and its
principle purpose must have been defensive, to judge by the Circuit Wall of 4-5 kilometres
and the twenty-eight towers dispersed along it. What was it defending? One strong probability
is the river crossing and the concomitant trade route, which is relevant to the study of the
pottery and artefacts from the site. The importance of the site apart from this lies in its being a
'virgin' Hellenistic site with no contamination by Roman settlement. Not a great deal is known
or has been published about Hellenistic sites in Syria.

The pottery which is the main subject of this report was all excavated from the housing area,
which lies on a south-facing slope facing the higher peak, on which stood the Governor's
Palace. Very few whole pots were excavated so we have to rely on diagnostic sherds to re-
create the types of vessels used. The volume and range is enormous; it covers large amphorae
and jars, cooking pots, kitchen vessels and tableware which can be quite fine. Some of the
latter is imported and easily identified as such by its appearance, particularly the even surface
of glossy black or glossy red. The majority, however, if painted at all, has a dull red surface,
with drips running down. This is what we tend to call 'local' pottery without really knowing
where it was made. No kilns have been found on site but would surely have been down in the
valley with the source of the clay, near the river for water supply.

North Syria has long been suspected of having an important role in pottery production during
the Hellenistic period, but no specific site has been proved. Antioch-on-the-Orontes is a
strong contender and it seems likely that at least some of the Jebel Khalid pottery was brought
in from there. But there must have been a nearer source and we cannot determine the extent
and range of imports from Antioch until we can distinguish between the clays. Publications of
pottery from Syrian Hellenistic sites (including Antioch) tend to date from early in the century
when such analysis was not available, or are often given less attention because they are
incidental to the excavation of another earlier period. Where clays are described, it is in terms
of colour, a highly subjective approach, and inclusions seen with the naked eye. Where some
analysis has occurred, far more attention has been given to the Fine Wares than to the much
more numerous Common Wares.

Aims of the 'pilot' analysis
To establish the diagnostic composition of the different clays used for:

1. Commonware vessels at Jebel Khalid.

2. Semi-fine, perhaps local, tableware.

3. Clay lamps.

4. Clay figurines.

With the welcome aid of an AJJSfSE pilot grant, we were able to send 30 samples through the
PEXE/PIGME process of analysis. These were made up as follows:
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Samples 1-10 were fragments of large coarseware jars and amphorae, of different shapes and
of two different clay colours. All were excavated together from a hoard of pots in one room
and must be contemporary.

Samples 11-21 were fragments of semi-fine painted table ware (mainly small plates and
bowls), with two of these samples being 'planted' as suspected imports.

Samples 22-26 were fragments of terracotta lamps, covering two different types. One type
was thought to be Antiochene (the rosette on the base being a trademark of Antioch lamps),
the other possibly a local type exclusive to Jebel Khalid and found in great numbers.

Samples 27-30 were fragments of terracotta figurines, two of Greek style made in a double
mould and two of 'Persian rider' figurines, a Near Eastern hand-made type.

Results to date
Dr. Eric Clayton has been invaluable in interpreting the results for us. He has found three
distinct groups or clusters:

1. The clearest distinct cluster is small: it comprises two of the lamp fragments and two of the
figurine fragments. The lamps are the suspected Antiochene imports and the figurine
fragments are of the moulded Greek-style.

2. A larger cluster (seven fragments) comprising three large jars, all of different profile, three
semi-fine table ware bowls and, surprisingly in this group, one of the Near Eastern figurines.

3. The largest group also comprises a mixture of fragments of large jars of different shapes,
some red-painted semi-fine bowls, the possibly 'local' lamp fragments and the other Near
Eastern-style figurine.

Obviously far more samples need to be tested before one can come to confident conclusions.
Tentative observations may be made:

1. That some lamps and Greek-style figurines were not locally made but imported, perhaps
from Antioch.

2. That the two larger groups both produced large jars as well as tableware. This does not
necessarily mean that the jars and tableware were made in the same workshop, just that the
same or similar clay was used for both. It does mean that we have two different sources of
clay. Which, if any, is local? It is interesting that the Near Eastern-style figurines have a
sample in each group, which tends to suggest that neither source is far to the West, where
Greek-style figurines predominate. It also suggests that the coroplastic workshop/s making
this type of figurine were linked with the pottery industry.

3. The largest group contains all three lamp fragments apart from those in Group 1. This
group seems the most likely group to be a local product, although to the eye, the range of clay
colour and the strong mica content (gold and white) look much the same in both groups 2 and
3. Group 2 looks better levigated; it may well represent a source of slightly finer pottery not
very far away.

Future testing hopes to include:

1. Samples from Tell Ahmar, an important centre 40 kilometres up-river.

2. Samples of imported fine wares, such as fine black-glaze (from Attica and East Greece) and
Eastern Sigillata A (source unknown but suspected to be in the Antioch area).

3. Samples of a wider range of lamps and figurines.

4. Collaboration with Princeton University who have in their possession some pottery from
Antioch.
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